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The following report reflects the most significant issues and 
problems in this community.  These issues were derived from 
careful observation of a cross-section of various local media 
including newspaper, radio, and television reports among 
others.  Local citizens were also informally polled and their 
opinions were considered in the compilation of this list.  

The issues above have been addressed in the programs 
listed in this report as well as through our regularly scheduled 
programs, newscasts, and public service announcements. 
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Program Title Air-Date Air-Time(s) LengthIssue(s)

11/1/131

Virginia elected officials are considering a bill that would allow home-schoolers to play sports on public 
school teams.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmEducation

1/1/1811

At least one state university is requiring every student to show proof of private Health Insurance or they 
have to pay for the University Health Plan. This plan includes a provision for elective abortions. Under 
pressure from pro-life groupsthe students were given a chance to opt out of this plan but they still had to 
pay the same premium. In the fine print of the Obama health care plan abortions are covered. Christian 
were told by legislative personnel that abortions were not covered. Know your facts about what is going 
on in Washington.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

1/3/2011

The Liberty Bell sounded from the tower of Independence Hall in Philadelphia on July 8, 1776 for the 
first reading of the Declaration of Independence. The signers names were held from the public for 6 
months to protect them until it was sure we had won the Revolutionary War. If our independence had 
not been won these signers would have been executed. We have much to be thankful for.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

1/3/2011

A study shows that married couples are much more likely to stay together than those who merely live 
together.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

1/4/2011

People who go out to witness for the Lord from churches need to be very careful when they go to 
peoples homes and no one is there. Some have left screen or storm doors partly open and resulted in 
damage from wind, others left a gate open and a dog escaped. These are things a church would be 
liable for and need to warn their people to be very careful.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

Religious Liberties

1/5/2011

A growing number of Americans are very concerned about the United Nations International 
Baccalaureate curriculum. More than 1000 schools in the US  now use this program. It is strongly 
supported by President Obama and national education leaders. It is extremely hostile to Christianity and 
against American family values. It openly teaches that all religions are equal and incorporates 
assumptions favoring global warming, extreme environmental protection and global redistribution of 
wealth. Opponents of this secular program are concerned that parents have no idea these anti-
American things are being taught to their children. Wake up Americans to what is going on in our nation.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

Environment

Religious 
Discrimination
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1/7/2011

There was a song call God Bless the USA and a teen student wanted to sing it in a school talent show. 
She had gotten permission only to later be told it would be against the law to sing it at school because it 
mentioned God in it. The CLA was contacted and then they contacted the school and informed them the 
Constitution allowed her the freedom to sing a song with God mentioned. The school officials then 
decided to allow it to be sung.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious Liberties

Youth

1/10/2011

A girl was reprimanded when she came to school with a pair of praying hands earrings. She was 
ordered to remove them immediately. The school was informed they were wrong. Students have a first 
amendment right to wear appropriately religious jewelry. The school can and should be sued for the 
violation of these rights. The students cannot violate the separation of Church and State. Only 
government officials can violate this clause in the First Amendment. Any questions call CLA they are 
honored to help.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious Liberties

1/11/2011

The state highway patrol in one state in the US had given families of fallen officers the choice of how 
they would like to honor their family member. Everyone of them chose crosses. When the crosses were 
erected the state officials ruled it unconstitutional for them to honor their fallen comrades with crosses. A 
small group of atheists got upset and took the officers to court, to its shame the Tenth circuit court 
agreed with the atheist saying it looked like government taking sides with religion.  This shows when a 
small anti God minority take a stand what can happen. We Christians need to stand up and be heard.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

Government

Streets & Hwys

1/12/2011

There was a church meeting in a local Community College on the same terms as other groups allowed 
to use the college were given. Then, the school board decided they would not allow the church to meet 
there anymore. The church sued, arguing they were being discriminated against. They said it was 
unconstitutional, they won the suit but not the battle. The school changed their policies and did not allow 
any outside groups to use their facility. The church did not gain anything by suing.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious 
Discrimination

1/13/2011

When dealing with problems in public schools it is always better for parents to go to the teacher first. If 
not satisfied then go to the principal, then superintendent and if not happy with results then you must go 
the the school board members for binding results.  Parents should get involved in their children's 
schools and activities.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

Family

1/13/2011

Pennsylvania governor Ed Rendell defended his state's large gambling industry recently.  In 2010, 
Pennsylvania brought in more money from gambling than Nevada.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmGambling
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1/14/2011

There was a clown who was hired by a restaurant. The clown, Rainbow, made balloon figures for 
children and entertained adults through the evening. Rainbow wore a pin "Smile, Jesus loves you. Many 
times families wanted her to join them and say a blessing. One evening a single customer complained 
about the pin. The owner of the restaurant asked Rainbow to leave. She contacted the CLA and they 
advised she get other customers to complain about her not being there. The disgruntled customer could 
not sue the restaurant owner. Be sure you know your rights!

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

1/17/2011

Adoption is on the rise in North America and the International countries as well even with the economy 
as it is. This should put an end to the lie stating babies are not wanted in America and should be 
aborted. The medical trend for babies is to have a test and if defective, have the parents abort their 
babies. People are wanting to adopt..Don't allow doctors to kill these unborn.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

Adoption

1/19/2011

If you graduated from high school after WWII you probable don't understand Government. In 1828 Noah 
Webster defined government as control or restraint. By 1972 government was defined  as the exercise 
or authority by the state. The civil government has assumed greater power over our lives. That was not 
the original of Americas original founders.

Maybe we need to take a look and change how this government is run.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

1/20/2011

What happens when people lose confidence in most of their major institutions? The military has the 
highest confidence of the American people. The congress has the lowest. It is true that God is the only 
one who is worthy  to have all our confidence. He never changes and will take care of his children.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEconomy

Government

1/20/2011

The House of Representatives has passed a measure to repeal the Obama administration's Healthcare 
Reform Bill.  Pro-Life advocates are pleased, because the Healthcare Reform Bill provides funding for 
abortion.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

Healthcare

1/21/2011

Thousands of students are expected to attend the first national pro-life student rally.  The rally will be 
held on January 24, 2011 in Washington, DC.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

Youth
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1/23/2011

When a small town was threatened with a law suit. They displayed an American Flag in town at their war 
memorial. A man decided to sue the town. The town government decided to not fight. A private group 
decided to purchase the memorial and therefore they could fly their flag all they wanted..This man 
caused a run on sales of the American flag and the town people display their flags proudly.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

1/24/2011

Marriott says its new hotels will not make porn available on its televisions.  However, the chain will 
continue to sell porn on televisions in its current hotels.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmMedia

Pornography

1/25/2011

Hundreds of thousands of pro-life supporters gathered on the Mall in Washington, DC for the 38th 
annual March for Life.  The first National Pro-Life Youth Rally was held afterwards.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

Youth

1/26/2011

What was the first text ever sent? It was sent back on Dec 3, 1992 by a British engineer from is 
computer to a college friends mobile phone. The message was Merry Christmas !! Texting has come a 
long way and Americans are now sending more than four billion a year. Some American teens are 
sending more than 300 times a day. Be mindful of what you send, you might end up in front of a judge 
and jury for what you send.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmMedia

1/27/2011

A bill proposed by Wyoming lawmakers defends the sanctity of marriage.  A bill in Texas would require 
that women be provided the opportunity to view an ultrasound before having an abortion.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

1/27/2011

How could people who were rescued off the street have the nerve to sue a rescue mission? Two 
residence file a law suit  claiming the rescue mission  had violated the fair housing act. They based their 
claim on the fact they offered things like chapel, Christian counseling, Bible studies and such. The case 
was thrown out of the courts. It is heart breaking that people would be so cruel to those who tried to help 
them.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmWelfare

1/28/2011

Recent studies show that adoption produces great benefits for all parties involved.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAdoption

1/28/2011

Seniors enjoyed meeting for lunch at a local Senior Center. The director came to the seniors who were 
saying grace and told they could not do this because their lunch was provided by the government. The 
attorneys were able to advise the director of the free speech they still have to rights to enjoy. They can 
now pray with any problem.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious Liberties

Senior Citizens
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1/31/2011

In a poll of 1000 American adults 80% support public prayer in school even though half of those said 
they were not religious and 75% thought students should have the right to talk about their faith. The law 
supports this viewpoint, Even thought the Supreme court decided in the '60s that official prayer and 
Bible reading was unconstitutional. Federal courts still require schools to allow students to have prayer 
and Bible reading. Religious speech remains a constitutional right for students in our public schools Its 
only the prayers lead by teachers and leaders that were outlawed in the '60 by the Supreme Court. 
Know your rights !!

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

Government

2/1/2011

A federal judge has ruled the new health care law unconstitutional.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmGovernment

Healthcare

2/1/2011

In a resent study in the UK it was found that Atheist or non-religious doctors were twice as likely as 
religious doctors to make decisions to end their patients life should they have terminal illness. This could 
have to do with the fact that Christian doctors would not be as apt to bring up the conservation about 
ending the patient life. Be sure your family knows what you want and have your Health Care Form fill out 
so your wishes will be taken care of.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEuthanasia

2/2/2011

Omni Hotels stopped showing pornography in their rooms in 1999. In the years since, their business has 
increased, particularly
among groups that want to schedule conventions in a wholesome environment.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmPornography

2/3/2011

Pro-Life groups have launched a website to expose the illegal activities of Planned Parenthood.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

2/3/2011

Having a legal Power of Attorney is very important. Every person or couple should have a durable Power 
of Attorney to act in your place should you become incapacitated. However some of the banks might not 
recognize this person. When you secure this power of attorney, contact your bank and advise them and 
have it put on your records and make sure it meets their standards. This is not legally required but can 
save your agent alot of trouble down the road. Seventy percent of Americans die without a Will, don't be 
one of them.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmLife Issues

Senior Citizens

2/4/2011

A report says North Carolina's lottery is not helping education.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmEducation

Gambling
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2/7/2011

A lady who was a member of her local library board was very troubled over the fact that minor children 
could check out materials that were R rated. The other board members disagreed, they felt the children 
had their rights to check out whatever they wanted. The lady contacted the CLA and they were able to 
give her plenty of materials on how to protect these children. A few months later the lady had enough 
support to force the board to at least allow parents to notify the library that their children could not check 
out any R rated literature.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmMedia

2/7/2011

The "No Taxpayer Funding for Abortion Act" gets a hearing before a House committee tomorrow.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

Government

Taxes

2/7/2011

Planned Parenthood has been caught in another sting.  This time Planned Parenthood gave advice to a 
supposed pimp about how
to avoid parental consent laws.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

2/9/2011

There have been some of our young boys, Thomas Edison for one, who teachers would think they are 
just not going to make it. He sure proved her wrong. Through God's direction Thomas was able to 
discover electricity and many other wonderful things we enjoy.  God can take even the most unlikely 
children and help them to achieve their dreams and become good citizens.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmYouth

2/9/2011

Pro-family groups are urging US Attorney General Holder to enforce obscenity laws.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

Government

2/10/2011

Have you caught on to our double standards in America today? On the one had our courts promote 
individual liberty such as when we want to die or when we want to abort babies. But when the college 
students want to join student groups that uphold Biblical standards they are told that liberty requires 
them to admit into their group those who mock Biblical standards and openly practice sexual sins. 
Individual liberty to live as the Bible commands is under assault in our country. If our liberties continue to 
perverted or twisted our children will never know true freedom as our forefather wanted.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

Civil Liberties

Religious Liberties
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2/11/2011

Can the government censor a mothers story about her disabled child? A mother was invited to tell her 
disable daughters success story to a parent group run by a government treatment facility. She was 
advised that mentioning God in her story there would violate the separation of Church and State. The 
CLA advised her she was speaking as a private citizen and would not be constitutional required the 
religious aspects of her story. The CLA is there to help any with questions on most any subject

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

Government

2/14/2011

Boycotting and Protest still has a powerful voice in America. There were E-books that promoted 
petephilai in there online books. People were up in arms and wanted to sue the people. The CLA 
advised they just could not sue for everything but they could boycott the company that produce it. These 
people with others who were upset did just this through Twitter, Facebook and other on line resources 
and let the public know what was there. This was the reason the book was removed.

We can make a difference if we stand up and let our voice be heard.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmMedia

2/15/2011

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention shows that suicide is ranked as the 11th leading cause 
of death among the general population in America. It also shows it as the 3rd leading cause of death in 
young people ages 15-24. The decision to ends ones live does not show a freedom of choice. True 
freedom lies in being secure in ones dignity and worth. Knowing we are loved by God and that we have 
infinite worth in His love makes life worth living.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmLife Issues

2/15/2011

Proposed legislation would require the use of "mother" and "father" on federal forms rather than "Parent 
1" and "Parent 2" as has been recently proposed by a federal agency.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

Government

2/16/2011

A lady who was a Notary in an office. She had a problem with a client that would not swear or take an 
oath. She called the CLA and found out the law has an exception for use as this. The law gives them a 
choice to affirm instead of swearing an oath. It is important to know our rights and what the law allows.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

2/16/2011

Ohio public libraries will now allow religious and political groups to use their meeting rooms.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmReligious Liberties

2/17/2011

Abortion Clinics are closing in America due to a lack of business. Women between the ages of 15 and 
44 are experiencing the greatest decline in the use of abortions. We now have 51% of our people being 
pro-life and only 42% being pro-choice. More and more women are speaking out about what having an 
abortion has done to them and it is making a difference. Teen pregnancy is on the decline compared to 
the 1991 peak high. Thank God for the teaching implemented into our public schools on abstinence 
back in the 19890's and is still being taught today.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion
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2/18/2011

A Utah bill would protect the conscience rights of doctors regarding such issues as abortion.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

2/18/2011

There was an abortion in one state that was setup near a large university campus. It was opened to 
offer birth control, and chemical abortions for students. The clinic did not have any doctors nor state 
inspections. It has finally had to close its doors because of lack of business. It is an encouragement that 
some people are taking morals seriously. Prayers are being answered, PTL the battle is being won.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

2/19/2011Legal Alert 1:305:45pm

2/21/2011

An important question for our Nation, will the Constitution of this United States of America in the year 
2030 bear any resemblance to the Constitution that was passed in 1787? This is important due to some 
popular and large political forces today want to change the very nature of  America's Constitution that 
has rules our country for two century's, the document that made America the freest and most 
prosperous country in the world. Proponents of what they call a "Living Constitution"  wants to change 
the document that limits the power of government and change it into a document that mandates what 
the government must provide and do for people. Americans must remember that our rights come from 
GOD or we will be living under a very different constitution in 2030.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

2/21/2011

The US House has passed a budget that rejects use of federal dollars to support Planned Parenthood, 
the largest provider of abortions in America.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

2/22/2011

The parents of a sixteen year old were forcing her to have an abortion. The parents would drag her to an 
abortion clinic and try and force her to have the abortion. Some people protesting there gave her a pro-
life packet and thus made her will stronger to keep her child. The daughter took her parent to court and 
found the law stood with her in that the parent would not be allowed to force such actions on their child. 
The CLA believe that parents do have their rights to guide their children but not to force then to 
exterminate and unborn child.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

2/22/2011

President Obama says he will no longer defend the federal Defense of Marriage Act in court.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

2/22/2011

A spokesperson for Target says the retail chain will be more supportive of lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender causes.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmHomosexuality
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2/23/2011

Is assisted suicide a right to chose or is it evidence of lack of hope. Assisted suicide advocates call it 
humane, a dignified way to die. It promotes freedom of choice. Opponents see it for what it really is, a 
sign of hopelessness and despair. If the desire to die is from a painful health condition there are ways to 
eliminate pain without killing the patient. By far the most evident reason for suicide is the person feeling 
like a burden or not wanting to be cared for by others. Assisted suicide is not the way to help people out 
of difficult situations . God gives life and God takes it away.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEuthanasia

2/24/2011

Sometimes our government does make good decisions. A young lady advertised in a message on a 
church bulletin board for a Christian roommate she was charged with religious discrimination in housing 
under the Fair Housing Act. The government would not touch this and said she had not crossed any 
boundaries. The charges were dropped. People do have the right to ask for certain requirements in 
roommates and not have to worry about government interference. Housing discrimination does not have 
anything with people living in their own homes.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

Housing

2/25/2011

Congress may step up after the Department of Justice says it will no longer defend the Defense of 
Marriage Act.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmFamily

2/28/2011

The governor of Virginia will soon sign a new law that restricts internet gambling.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmGambling

3/2/2011

Our public schools should encourage our students to express their points of view whether or not it is like 
theirs. All teachers should  understand it is not unconstitutional for them to engage students to share 
their views no matter whether it is on religion or world views. America was founded on Christian 
principals and our legal system was based on Judeo-Christian concept of  fairness and justice. Yet 
public school children are being mocked even by teachers when they express a religious view on 
something. We need to stand up  so our teachers understand the students rights. It is not 
unconstitutional for them to express their beliefs in God.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

Government

3/4/2011

It is important that America protect the hospitals that do not agree to perform abortions. After the 
Supreme Court found a constitutional right to abortion in  1973, congress protected hospitals who 
refused to perform abortions. There was the Church Amendment that assured these hospitals could 
receive Federal funding without doing the abortions. Since 2005 a similar amendment has been 
included in every federal funding bill. This provided that any agency will lose its own federal funding if it 
discriminates against any hospital that refuses to do abortions. Today the new Healthcare law is 
threatening these hospitals. Please pray this assault against human life will be stopped .

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmAbortion

Government
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3/7/2011

In our classrooms we have teachers who are publicly sarcastic toward parents and students when it 
comes to their religious beliefs. A biology teacher stated at a conference that her class would be 
studying evolution and not creation, stating her class was not a religious class. This openly violated the 
establishment clause of the United States Constitution by mocking. Courts have said Teachers may 
neither promote nor denigrate the religious faith. To many school officials forgets the second part of the 
clause, it prohibits the denigration of their religion.  The CLA wants to remind us of our rights as parents 
to stand up for our students.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

3/8/2011

There was a student who was going to perform in a talent show at a public school. She would be doing 
sign language to the song by Lee Greenwood "God Bless the USA. When the principal heard about it he 
pulled her song saying it was not to be used due to using God in the song. The parents called CLA and 
they notified the principal of this students rights to free speech.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

3/8/2011

Members of Congress are pressuring the Department of Justice to prosecute pornography.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmGovernment

Pornography

3/9/2011

Florida lawmakers are taking steps to adopt Vegas-style gambling.
A report shows how pro-life laws have lowered the abortion rate.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmAbortion

Gambling

Government

3/9/2011

In the groundbreaking elections of 2010 there were three Supreme Court Judges who lost their position. 
Why? Because they previously  ruled in same sex marriage, which was in total opposition to what their 
state people stood for. Many states have thus followed and voted out many judges who do not stand for 
what their state stands for. We still have states who are not standing and thus are putting up with bad 
judges. Stand for your rights, vote.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCivil Liberties

3/10/2011

Pro-life bills are making their way through the Utah legislature.

A sex-education bill in Mississippi is meeting with a mixed reception.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmLife Issues

3/14/2011

A technical college was not going to admit a home school student into the college without him taking a 
GED test before admitting him into associates of arts degree program. The student contacted the CLA  
who contacted the college and advised them of the home school rights and laws. The administrator at 
the college was quick to admit the mistakes and the student was admitted.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation
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3/14/2011

The Exodus IPhone app is under attack from homosexual groups. The app provides information to 
people who would like to escape the homosexual lifestye.

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmHomosexuality

Media

3/15/2011

There was a group of people who wanted to meet at the local library. The library was not going to allow 
them to meet based on the fact is was a religious group. The library faced a lawsuit and decided to 
change their policy so it would not be discriminatory.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious 
Discrimination

3/16/2011

When a church is faced with an abuse charge there are several steps to follow. First you should notify 
your insurance carrier, next church officials should issue a written statement to the press and then post 
it on the church web sight. It should state that the church is cooperating with the law enforcement and 
praying for all of those involved. Generally the Senior Pastor should be the only spokesperson for the 
church. Any and all statements made early in an investigation can be used against the church and thus 
no one should be talking about this issue openly. Any questions please call CLA.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCrime/Law & Order

3/17/2011

Many of the 20th century history books are leaving out more truth about our Nation. These books  hide 
the facts that this United States of America was founded on the fear of God and Trusting in Him for 
direction.  The books from the 19th Century still tell the truth. It has been stated in a book as old as 1843 
where American educator Emma Willard wrote "the government of the US is acknowledged by the wise 
and good of other Nations to be the most free, impartial and religious government of the world."   In 
order for our country to be sustained it has to stand for truth and right.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmMedia

3/18/2011

What do Equal Access Laws have to do with churches and public schools?  When churches want to 
invite students to special programs, they are legally permitted to use public school notices in the same 
way secular organizations advertise their events.
Under Equal Access Laws religious organizations must be treated the same as secular. When the 
advertising is done the religious groups cannot add scripture or any other means of reaching people for 
the Lord.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

3/21/2011

A Federal Court upheld the Constitutionality of the Pledge of Allegiance with the "under God" in it. A 
state passed a law requiring their schools students to recite the Pledge of Allegiance. There was a 
lawsuit brought against the state. The judge said the Pledge recited was not promoting religion but 
patriotism. The law also stated when it was recited those not wanting to take part must be quiet and 
respectful of others who wanted to say the Pledge of Allegiance.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmReligious Liberties
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3/22/2011

Obscenity on TV is becoming an ever increasing problem in the home and in the law. In July 2010 a 
Federal court overturned Decency rules developed by the Federal Communication Commission for 
television programing. These rules had put limits on both language and indecent content. Since this 
overturn there has been a sharp increase in profanity and obscenity on TV especially during the "family 
time" between 8 and 9pm. One study showed that the use of profanity has rising over 70% since 2005. 
The courts has said in essence that they will protect "free speech" and therefore allow this obscenity. 
Parents must guard their children.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmMedia

3/24/2011

Christian organization all too often have to fight for equal treatment. A man wanted to start a Christian 
Athletes group at his middle school, a woman wanted to start a Bible Club at her high school, a church 
wanted to use a school auditorium for a non religious performance. These three situations were all legal 
and must be treated just like the secular groups in every public school. Not all school administrators are 
in the know about the law concerning religious freedom.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmEducation

Religious Liberties

3/25/2011

The science of frozen embryos is providing the bases for some usual families and law in America. Two 
siblings born 20 years apart to two different mothers are still biological related. In 1990 a couple used In-
vetro fertilization to conceive a child, their remaining embryos were frozen. Then 20 years later another 
family adopted some of the remaining embryo and conceived. Thus making these children related.  
These are the same frozen embryos that the embryonic stem cell researchers advocates want to 
destroy for research purposes. We live in a day of science that must be governed by what the scripture 
teaches.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmLife Issues

3/28/2011

The state of Nevada has approved a partnership between a major casino and an online gambling 
website which may broaden the legalization of internet gambling.03/28

Family News In Focus 2:006:02pmGambling

3/28/2011

The Library of Congress offers free books to anyone, even Christian Schools. The surplus books 
program offers free books to any non profit tax exempt educational organization. They offer many 
subjects and are for all grades elementary through college. You can contact your US Representative on 
your schools letterhead and specify the types of books you want and the ages your are teaching. A 
staffer will select your books and ship to you at no charge. A second way is to travel to the Library of 
Congress in Washington DC with a letter of request from your school on its letterhead and select all the 
books you want. Remember Christian schools are included in getting these book

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment

Media

3/29/2011

Roger Sherman from Conn was also a signer of the Declaration of Independence was also one of the 
best cost cutter in our Congress. He served on the Congressional committee that examined the cost of 
materials bought by our army. We need to have people in our government that are mindful of what they 
are paying for material for our US military.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmGovernment
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3/30/2011

There was a person who went door to door in a community witnessing. At one home no one answered 
the door, the person opened the storm door and inserted a tract. The door was not closed properly and 
was damaged in a storm that arose that day. The church who was named on the tract received a call 
with threat of being sued for damages. The church called their insurance company and agreed to pay 
for the damages. We do have the right to go door to door but we do find pitfalls along the way. We are 
responsible for any property damage that might occur after we have been on the premises.

Legal Alert 1:305:45pmCommunity Planning
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